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Irregular Substrate
Tiling

The large tolerances allowed
by this process did not require a resolute
model of the pre-existing conditions, but
simply a general understanding of its key
points (primarily for the purpose of avoiding collisions). We utilized our robotic manipulator as a digitizer, sending a handful of
coordinate values to Rhino Python via serial
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tools in conjunction with a specially developed low-cost augmented reality system.
We propose and implement a work-flow in
which forms are (1) generated using skeleton-tracking and human gesture, (2) visualized, explored and modified in 3D first-person-view in situ with a head-tracked seethrough augmented reality headset, and (3)
fabricated in position using a robotic manipulator. We will discuss the communication
protocol behind several variations of this
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and the
et al., 2006).
Guided of
by Gestural
its native RAPID
Fabrication
Form
language (ABB, 1997), converted from the
data of the digital model using Rhino Python, the robot moves the suction cup to
the loading position and turns on the vacuum pump. It then carries the tile to its designated position and raises a prompt on the
controller’s teach pendant notifying the user
to manually apply the expanding foam. As
the robot can maintain this position indefinitely (and can be shut down during a pose),
the time it must wait until its next movement is determined entirely by the cure
time of the filling and adhering material. In
our case, we use primarily store-bought expanding polyurethane foam, which we have
found to require 40-60 minutes of cure
time (at 20-30 °C) before the tile can be
released by the robot. In an attempt to increase production speed, we experimented
with a professional two-part polyurethane
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Figure 6 Prototype build process.

Figure 7 Prototypical irregular-substrate tile surface.

Figure 1 Brick wall robotically fabricated along gestured path. Gramazio & Kohler, ETH Zurich.

Figure 2 Smartphone based augmented reality headset. Equirectangular image credit: Ilja van de Pavert.
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The large tolerances allowed
by this process did not require a resolute
model of the pre-existing conditions, but
simply a general understanding of its key
points (primarily for the purpose of avoiding collisions). We utilized our robotic manipulator as a digitizer, sending a handful of
coordinate values to Rhino Python via serial
interface and referencing them during the
modeling process to generate our surface
within a loose range (~25 cm) of the existing structure.
Fabrication
For the construction of this prototype, we
created a custom vacuum gripper for our
6-axis industrial robot (an ABB IRB 6400)
using a salvaged mini-fridge compressor
and off-the-shelf components. The I/O
system of the robot controller is wired to a
relay which controls power to the compressor and to a solenoid valve which can be
opened to release the vacuum.

We use 11.0 cm square ceramic
tiles for an adequate balance between resolution and construction speed (Bonwetsch
et al., 2006). Guided by its native RAPID
language (ABB, 1997), converted from the
data of the digital model using Rhino Python, the robot moves the suction cup to
the loading position and turns on the vacuum pump. It then carries the tile to its designated position and raises a prompt on the
controller’s teach pendant notifying the user
to manually apply the expanding foam. As
the robot can maintain this position indefinitely (and can be shut down during a pose),
the time it must wait until its next movement is determined entirely by the cure
time of the filling and adhering material. In
our case, we use primarily store-bought expanding polyurethane foam, which we have
found to require 40-60 minutes of cure
time (at 20-30 °C) before the tile can be
released by the robot. In an attempt to increase production speed, we experimented
with a professional two-part polyurethane

Figure 3 Interface of hardware and software for gestural AR system.

Once we were familiar with the
Google’s Speech Recognizer [8] to listen
for voice commands which operate the settings required to create a fixed position,
orientation-based viewer, these techniques
program.
were combined with the skeleton-tracking
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which rotated the viewing direction within to the headset. The processing ‘scenes’
a textured sphere [9] (mapped with an in both versions of the software are funequirectangular image) based on the user’s damentally the same—sharing a common
world origin directly below the Kinect on
head orientation
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process.2005) (Fig. 4).
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The large tolerances allowed
by this process did not require a resolute
model of the pre-existing conditions, but
simply a general understanding of its key
points (primarily for the purpose of avoiding collisions). We utilized our robotic manipulator
as a digitizer,
sending
handful
Figure
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